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Task description
The objective is to arrive at as precise roof plan polygons as possible.

SegmentationCNN

Polygon approximation



Example pipeline

Input image Segmentation mask Polygonized mask Extracted polygon



Related work

There’s already some effort put into this, but no 
ultimately good solution. The approaches are:

● U-Net-style architectures
● These trained with special losses
● Special models with special losses
● Whatever and regularization
● End-to-end polygon predictors

The approach also depends on the scale.



Datasets

Three main datasets:

● Christchurch - New Zealand
● INRIA - More cities
● Our dataset - Czechia



Methods

From the previous work can be concluded the following:

● DeeplabV3+ > U-Net
● BCE Loss not the best for borders

Thus the first approaches are based on DLV3+ 

trained with some specific losses.

Trained using Adam optimizer, lr scheduler, 

fraction of NZ dataset



Proposed losses

Region oriented losses

● Binary Cross-entropy loss
● Binary Dice loss
● Focal loss

Differentiable boundary extraction, extension and weights 

● Yb = maxPool(1 − Y) − (1 − Y)
● Ybe = maxPool(Yb, θ)
● w = GaussianBlur(Yb) + α



First comparison



Result examples

Label BCE loss Combo loss



Regularization and polygon extraction

The segmentation mask have still quite far from polygons, so I used:

● Regularization
● SAM
● Polygon extraction



Second comparison



Result examples 

We can see:

● Worse model (regpoly)
● Better model (reg + 

regpoly + poly)
● Label 



Future work

As there is still a lot to do, this are further steps:

● Add PolyWorld to comparison
● Add vertex-distance metric
● Finetune the regularization model
● Finetune Polyworld model
● Finetune all the models on our data 



Conclusion & discussion

Conclusions

● BCE is indeed not the best loss for boundaries
● Regularization helps a lot
● SAM is not the best model

Thank you for your attention!


